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THE NAPOLEONIC WARS 1804-1815
THE FRENCH ARMY

The French Army under Napoleon the first presents the most colorful scene of any period. We have tried to produce as many different scenes and uniforms as possible—some of which we feel is necessary to give a true representation. Our listing of the French Army is divided into two sections, the first being Napoleon, the Generals and the many units of the Imperial Guard, followed by the second section comprising the main French Army.

THE EMPEROR NAPOLEON AND HIS MARSHALS AND GENERALS

NAPOLeON SITTING DOWN WITH HIS LEG ON A DRUM
NAPOLeON IN COURT DRess, UNIFORM OF
MARSHAL OF THE EMPIRE

MARSHAL’S UNIFORM

MARSHAL NAPOLEON IN TRADITIONAL UNIFORM
MARSHAL MEISSONIER (NAPOLEON’S STAFF)
MARSHAL IN CEREMONY
MARSHAL HEYNIEIER, PRINCE OF HAGRAM, FULL
DRess UNIFORM
MARSHAL NEROZZEA, PRINCE OF POITIERS CONVOY
FULL DRess UNIFORM
MARSHAL KEY, PRINCE OF THE POZNAN, UNIFORM
WORN IN 1812 RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN
MARSHAL LESTER, DUKE OF MODENA, AS
COMMANDANT OF SWISS JUNIORES
MARSHAL BERTRAND, FULL DRess UNIFORM
MARSHAL RAPF, FULL DRess UNIFORM
MARSHAL CAMBACERES, FULL DRess UNIFORM
MARSHAL MASSEAU

GENERAL BARADET D’ALLIERY IN DRAGON UNIFORM
GENERAL LENORMAND, FULL DRess, RED SHOEHOS
MARSHAL BOURGEOIS, DUKE OF DAIMONT, IN OVERALLS
KING JOSEPH NAPOLEON, FULL DRess, WHITE
FAÇADE

MARSHAL HUMBERT, FULL DRess, BLUE TROUSERS
KING JEROME NAPOLEON OF WESTPHALIA IN WHITE
HERALD’S UNIFORM

PRINCE EUGÈNE DE BEAULOGNIS, VICTORY OF
ITALY, IN CANTONMEN UNIFORM WITH BUNNY
MARSHAL PIETER, JOINT COMMANDANT OF
ARMS, IN RUSSIAN UNIFORM WITH BUNNY
KING JOSEPH NAPOLEON OF NAPLES, BATTLE OF OSMANNINO
1807, IN RUSSIAN UNIFORM WITH BUNNY
KING JOSEPH NAPOLEON OF NAPLES, 1807, IN SCARLET
HERALD OF THE IMPERIAL GUARD

GENERAL JAGUET IN FRENCH UNIFORM WITH SHOES
GENERAL CHAMPIONNE-DEJOUVES IN RUSSIAN UNIFORM
WITH SHOES

GENERAL PELLY IN RUSSIAN UNIFORM WITH SHOES
GENERAL DURET IN RUSSIAN UNIFORM WITH SHOES

GENERAL NAGuin, DRAGON UNIFORM OF THE 2nd
REGIMENT IMPERIAL GUARD LANDES

Marshall REGENT, DUKE OF Ligne, UnIFORM OF
CHASSINS & CAVEL

GENERAL KELLERMANN IN CUVASSIEN UNIFORM
GENERAL DE RERUMY IN CUVASSIEN UNIFORM
WITH HAT

MARSHAL JAKOURT SITTING ON A CHAIR

THE EMPEROR NAPOLEON AND HIS MARSHALS AND
GENERALS CONTINUED

GENERAL AURELIOUS IN GUERRISSER UNIFORM WITH
HAT
GENERAL JEROME NAPOLEON OF WESTPHALIA IN WHITE
CARABINIER UNIFORM WITH HAT
MARSHAL MURAT IN LANCER UNIFORM
GENERAL CHABBREIN IN BLUE CARABINIER UNIFORM
WITH HAT
GENERAL LEBLOND IN BLUE CARABINIER UNIFORM
WITH HAT
MARSHAL LOUIS NAPOLEON IN COURT DRess
COUNT TALLEYRAND IN COURT DRess
GENERAL MURAT IN REVOLUTIONARY GENERAL’S
UNIFORM
NAPOLEON’S COACHMAN

MARSHALS’ AND GENERALS’ AIDS AND ATTENDANTS

Each personal Aide of Marshal and Generals wore a different distinctive uniform, which makes these figures essential for any General Staff Group.

COUNT COURONNE, OFFICER OF ORDINANCE TO THE
EMPRESS

GENERAL STAFF OFFICER

AIDE DE CAMP TO A MARSHAL
AIDE DE CAMP TO A GENERAL OF DIVISION
AIDE DE CAMP TO A GENERAL OF BRIGADE
AIDE DE CAMP TO MARSHAL BERTRAND
AIDE DE CAMP TO KING JOSEPH NAPOLEON OF NAPLES
AIDE DE CAMP TO KING LOUIS NAPOLEON

FRENCH IMPERIAL GUARD – INFANTRY

Grenadiers of the Imperial Guard, 1st and
2nd Battalions

OFFICER IN CAUBER
OFFICER IN CAUBER
EAGLE BEAKER
EAGLE BEAKER
EAGLE BEAKER

SIEGEBERG
SHIGEBERG
SHIGEBERG

SIEGEBERG
SHIGEBERG

3rd (Ex Dutch) Grenadiers of the Imperial Guard

OFFICER IN CAUBER
OFFICER IN CAUBER
SIEGEBERG
SHIGEBERG

SHIGEBERG

Band of the Imperial Guard

DRUMMER WITH PICCOLO
DRUMMER WITH HORN
DRUMMER WITH HORN
DRUMMER WITH HORN

FRENCH IMPERIAL GARDE - INFANTRY continued

Band of the Imperial Garde - continued
MARCHER WITH TRUMPETS
SANDERMAN WITH FRENCH HORN
SANDERMAN WITH SIDE DRUM
SANDERMAN WITH SERPENT
SANDERMAN WITH SABRE
SANDERMAN WITH PIPE
SANDERMAN WITH JINGLING JOHNNY
SANDERMAN WITH TRIANGLE
SANDERMAN WITH CYMBALS
RIDMA SANDERMAN WITH PERCUSSION INSTRUMENT

FRENCH IMPERIAL GARDE - CAVALRY

1st or Polish Lancers of the Garde
OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
TRUMPET
TROOPER

2nd or Dutch Lancers of the Garde
OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
TRUMPET MAJOR
TRUMPETER
TROOPER

3rd Polish Lancers of the Garde
OFFICER
TRUMPETER
TROOPER

Hussaraz (Oriental Troops)
OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
MUSICIAN
MUSKETIER

Chevaux de Flandre of the Garde
OFFICERS IN FULL DRESS
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS WITH BUTTED PELISSE
EAGLE BEARER
KETTLE DRUMMER
TRUMPETER
TROOPER IN FULL DRESS WITH BUTTED PELISSE

PELISSE
TROOPERS IN FULL DRESS
TROOPERS IN FULL DRESS WITH BUTTED PELISSE
AND HELD MUSKET
TROOPERS IN FIELD SERVICE DRESS

Dragoons of the Garde (Imperial Dragoons)
OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
TRUMPETER
SIEGER
DRAGOON

Grenadiers a Cheval of the Garde
OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
KETTLE DRUMMER
TRUMPETER IN COCKED HAT
TROOPER

Lithuanian Tercera
OFFICER
TRUMPETER
TROOPER

FRANCIS IMPERIAL GARDE - CAVALRY continued

Gendarmerie d'Elite a Cheval
OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
KETTLE DRUMMER
TRUMPETER
TROOPER

Lanser-Gendarmerie
TROOPER

FRENCH IMPERIAL GARDE - ARTILLERY

Horse Artillery of the Garde
OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
TRUMPETER
SIEGER

Foot Artillery of the Garde
FIELD OFFICER
OFFICER
DRUM MAJOR
DRUMMER
SIEGER

FRENCH IMPERIAL GARDE - ENGINEERS, FOOT
GUAJARCHA AND MARINES

Gueux Sapeurs of the Garde
OFFICER
SIEGER
SIEGER

Gendarmerie d'Elite a Pied
OFFICER
SIEGER
SIEGER

Marines of the Garde
OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
SIEGER
SIEGER

FRANCIS IMPERIAL OF THE LINE

Offering below practically every rank, we make the Collector to build up a very comprehensive display. The same figures can be supplied, not only in the traditional blue uniform, but also in the white uniform which were worn by most French Regiments between 1830 and 1847.

FIELD OFFICER IN SHAFO
OFFICER OF GRENADARS IN SHAFO, IN BOOTS OR GAITERS
OFFICER OF GRENADARS IN SHAFO, IN BOOTS OR GAITERS
OFFICER OF VOLTIGEURS IN SHAFO, IN BOOTS OR GAITERS
OFFICER OF VOLITIGEURS IN SHAFO, IN BOOTS OR GAITERS
OFFICER IN SHAKO AND BLONDE HAT
OFFICER IN CAMPAIGN DRESS WITH BLONDE BLANKET
OFFICER 18:5
EAGLE BEARER
DRUM MAJOR
FRENCH INFANTRY OF THE LINE continued

DRESS OF GRENADEUR IN BERET
DRESS OF VOLUNTEERS IN SHako
BEGLEDER OF VOLUNTEERS
NOT RIFER
SAME
SERGEANT-MAJOR
SERGEANT OF GRENADEURS WITH COMPANY FLAG
SERGEANT OF VOLUNTEERS WITH COMPANY FLAG
SERGEANT OF BUSKETS WITH COMPANY PLUG
GRENADEUR IN BERET 1804-1812
GRENADEUR IN SHako 1808-1812
VOLUNTEERS IN SHako 1804-1812
GRENADEUR 1814-1815 IN SHako & SPANISH COAT
VOLUNTEERS 1814-1815 IN SHako & SPANISH COAT
PRIVATE IN SHako 1804-1815
PRIVATE IN GRENADEUR AND SHako
PRIVATE IN GRENADEUR AND LONG COAT
PRIVATE IN GRENADEUR AND SHORT COAT
PRIVATE IN GRENADEUR AND NATIVE

FRENCH INFANTRY OF THE LINE IN FULL CAMPAIGN KIT

These figures are in full campaign kit, as worn by the French, Westphalian and other German States Armed 1809-1815.

OFFICER IN FULL CAMPAIGN DRESS
GRENADEUR IN FULL CAMPAIGN DRESS
SERGEANT IN FULL CAMPAIGN DRESS
PRIVATE IN FULL CAMPAIGN DRESS
PRIVATE IN GRENADEUR DRESS
PRIVATE IN SPANISH DRESS

FRENCH LIGHT INFANTRY

OFFICER OF LIGHT INFANTRY
TROUBLE BEARER
DRUM MAJOR

SECONDARY MAJOR
SERGEANT OF LIGHT INFANTRY WITH COMPANY FLAG
S Tümister
VOLUNTEERS IN BUSKET
CARABINIER IN BERET
GRENADEUR IN SHako

FOREIGN REGIMENTS IN FRENCH SERVICE

Foreign Regiments in Napoleon's Army played a very important part, and whilst the basic cut of the uniform was obviously French, each regiment prided itself on having a totally different uniform colour, by which they announced their identity.

Caball Regiments nos. 1 to 4. 1806-1815

OFFICER
BRUM MAJOR
ENGINEER
SAME
GRENADEUR
FOREIGN REGIMENTS IN FRENCH SERVICE continued

Vatolu Legion Lancers
OFFICER
TROOPER

Batallon Wallis (Swiss Troops)
OFFICER
GRENADIER

Regiment "Prussia" (4th Foreign Regiment)
OFFICER
GRENADIER

Regiment Joseph Napoleon (Spanish Troops)
OFFICER
GRENADIER

FRENCH CAVALRY

French Hussars 1800-1815

The most colourful branch of French Cavalry consisted of 36 Regular Regiments, numbered from 1 to 36, between 1800-1815, of which each regiment wore a distinctive uniform colour. When ordering, please state which regimental number is required. Apart from these we also list the temporary Hussar formations, which wore different uniforms from the regular Regiments. Unless otherwise stated, each Regiment can be represented in the following figures:

Regular Hussar Regiments 1 to 36 (plus Hussar Regiment Jerome Napoleon)
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
OFFICER OF ELITE COMPANY IN FULL DRESS
OFFICER IN STABLE CAP AND BUTTONED FELDSEEK
OFFICER IN BUTTONED FELDSCHER WITH SHAKO
OFFICER OF ELITE COMPANY WITH BUTTONED FELDSEEK
EAGLE BEARER IN SHAKO
EAGLE BEARER IN ROSSY
KETTLE DRUMMER
TROMPETTER IN FULL DRESS
TROMPETTER OF ELITE COMPANY
TROMPETTER WITH BUTTONED FELDSEEK & STABLE CAP
TROMPETTER WITH BUTTONED FELDSEEK AND SHAKO
TROMPETTER OF ELITE COMPANY WITH BUTTONED FELDSEEK
TROOPER IN FULL DRESS
TROOPER OF ELITE COMPANY IN FULL DRESS
TROOPER IN CAMPAIGN DRESS WITH BUTTONED FELDSEEK AND MILLED BLANKET
TROOPER OF ELITE COMPANY IN CAMPAIGN DRESS WITH BUTTONED FELDSEEK AND ROLLED BLANKET
TROOPER OF ELITE COMPANY IN CAMPAIGN DRESS WITH BUTTONED FELDSEEK AND MILLED BLANKET
EAGLE BEARER IN SHAKO 1804-1815
EAGLE BEARER IN SHAKO

* Hussar musicians with wind instruments can also be supplied. For details of wind instruments, see wind section of the Imperial Carlos band.
FRENCH CAVALRY continued

Lisa Dagmar

OFFICER OF LINE COMPANY IN PARADE DRESS
TRUMPETER IN PARADE DRESS
TROOPER IN PARADE DRESS
CHEVAULIERS REGIMENT 1 to 6
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
OFFICER IN CIVILIAN
EAGLE BEARER
TROOPER IN CAMP DRESS

Chevaulegers Dragonners, Regiments 7 to 9

OFFICER OF LINE COMPANY
TRUMPETER
TROOPER IN PARADE DRESS

CARABINIERS

Trooper in uniform of 1804–1810

OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
TROOPER

CARABINIERS in uniform of 1810–1819

OFFICER
EAGLE BEARER
TRUMPETER
TROOPER

GRENADIERS

OHMANN in uniform of 1812

OFFICER
COLONEL
TROOPER

CHEVAULIERS

Chevaulegers, Regiments 1 to 6

OFFICER
CHEVAULIERS REGIMENT 7 to 9

FRENCH ARTILLERY OF THE LINE 1804–1815

HORSE ARTILLERY
OFFICER IN CAMP DRESS
EAGLE BEARER
TRUMPETER
GRENADIER

FOOT ARTILLERY
OFFICER
DRUM MAJOR
GRENADIER

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 1792–1804
AND THE CAMPAIGN IN EGYPT 1798–1801

Last but not least we have pleasure in presenting a French Soldier of the Revolution.
This uniform, as seen in many paintings and has been reproduced faithfully, wearing the tricolors of the hastily raised National Army. The figure is wearing coat, striped trousers and a cockade, and holding his rifle. A sword in his hand, in long-stroking hair completes the figure. We have enlarged this figure with a collection of figures which show the well-known characteristics of the French Revolutionary period.

SOLDIER OF THE NAPOLeONIC WARS 1804–1815
THE NAPOLEONIC WARS 1804–1815
THE EUROPEAN ALLIES OF FRANCE

The European Allies of France were separate states allied mainly by Napoleon's relatives. Their armies constituted a large part of the Grande Armée which invaded Russia in 1812. Their uniforms made a striking contrast against the blue of the French.

THE GREAT DUCHY OF WARSAW

This state was created by Napoleon in 1807. The characteristic headgear of the Polish Army, called "Caps", not only made the soldier distinctive but eventually found its way into most other armies as the famous Lancer cap.

MARESAL JOSEPH PONiatowski

VICTORY OF GUSA

NARRATOR
OFFICER
TRUMPETER
THE GRAND DUCHY OF WUERM CONTINUED

cavalry

officer

Trumpeter

Trooper

Lancers of the line

officer

Trumpeter

Trooper

Infantry of the line

officer

Sergeant

Private

THE KINGDOM OF WESTPHALIA

This German state was created in 1806 by Napoleon for his brother Jerome and ceased to exist in 1813. The uniforms were consequently very similar to those of the French Army. Westphalians fought on practically every battlefield of the Napoleonic Wars.

GENERAL OF DIVISION

AIDE DE CAMP TO A GENERAL OF THE GRAND

Heeres

OFFICER

officer in stable cap

officer in shako and buttoned pelisse

Trumpeter

Trumpeter in shako and buttoned pelisse

Trooper

Trooper in campaign dress with buttoned pelisse and rolled blanket

cavalry

officer

Trumpeter

Trooper

Infantry in campaign dress

officer

Grenadier

Private in greatcoat

THE KINGDOM OF ITALY

The Emperor Napoleon I of France was also King of Italy; the Army of the Kingdom was however a separate organisation, under the command of Prince Eugene who, as Napoleon's stepson, was deputy of Italy. Its uniform is listed under French Generals.

GENERAL OFFICER

AIDE DE CAMP

Brigadier of the Royal Guard

OFFICER

Trumpeter

Dragoon

Royal Guard Grenadiers

officer

Colonel major

Captain

Sapper

Grenadier

THE NAPOLEONIC WARS 1804-1815

THE EUROPEAN ARMIES

Not for the first time in the history of model making, we were again the first to produce representative figures of all other nations which fought in the Napoleonic Wars, namely Prussians, Bavarians, Austrians and Imperial Russian troops.

EMPIRE OF RUSSIA 1812-1815

Emperor Alexander I

General Kutuzov

Banner of Cossacks Platon

General Regiment Pavlovski

OFFICER

Colonel major

Brigadier

Grenadier

Infantry of the line

OFFICER

Colonel major

Sergeant

Trumpeter

Grenadier

Foot artillery of the line

officer

Trumpeter

Dragoon

Cavalry

Brigadier officer

Trumpeter

Dragoon officer

Dragoon trooper

Dragoon trooper

AUSTRIAN EMPIRE 1809-1815

Field Marshal Archduke Charles of Austria

Field Marshal Count Schwarzenberg

Infantry 1809-1809

General officer of Austrian infantry in helmet

Trumpeter of Austrian infantry in helmet

Private of Austrian infantry in helmet

Infantry 1809-1815

Officer of Austrian grenadiers

Trumpeter of Austrian grenadiers

Private of Austrian grenadiers

Officer in greatcoat and shako

Trumpeter of Hungarian grenadiers

Colonel major of Hungarian grenadiers

Trumpeter of Bolognian grenadiers

Private of Bolognian grenadiers

Officer of German infantry in shako

Trumpeter of German infantry in shako

Private of German infantry in shako

Cavalry 1809-1815

Officer of hussars

Trumpeter of hussars

Trumpeter of lancers

Trumpeter of foot grenadiers

Trumpeter of foot grenadiers
KING OF PRUSSIA 1806-1815

Having been defeated by Napoleon in 1806/07, the Prussian Army was reorganized and newly formed to fight victoriously against the French 1813-1815.

KING FRIEDRICH WILHELM III IN GENERAL'S UNIFORM (IMPERIAL)
GENERAL VON CHIESMAI IN CAMPAIGN DRESS WITH CAP
GENERAL VON SCHENKHEIM IN FULL DRESS
GENERAL VON WARTENBURG IN SERVICE DRESS WITH CAP
GENERAL AUGUST OF PRUSSIA, GENERAL OF ARMS
GENERAL ADJUTANT OF CAVALRY
GENERAL ADJUTANT OF INFANTRY

Hussars

OFFICER, GUARD HUSSAR REGIMENT
TOFFICER, GUARD HUSSAR REGIMENT
HUSSAR, GUARD HUSSAR REGIMENT
OFFICER, GUARD HUSSAR REGIMENT
HUSSAR, GUARD HUSSAR REGIMENT
OFFICER, GUARD HUSSAR REGIMENT
HUSSAR, GUARD HUSSAR REGIMENT

Garde du Corps Kurassier

OFFICER
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETER
TOFFICER
TOFFICER IN LITENKA

Linen Kurassiers

OFFICER
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETER
TOFFICER
TOFFICER IN LITENKA

Dragoons

OFFICER
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETER
TOFFICER
TOFFICER IN LITENKA

Foot Guards (in parade uniform)

OFFICER
STANDARD BEARER
UNDER OFFICER
DRUMMER
CUMTANT

Line Infantry (in field service dress)

OFFICER
STANDARD BEARER
DRUMMER
PRIVATE

Infantry Band

DRUM MAJOR
BANDMASTER WITH DRUM
BANDMASTER WITH Kettle Drum
BANDMASTER WITH TIMPANNING JOHNNY
BANDMASTER WITH OFFICERS
BANDMASTER WITH TAMBOUR

Trooper, Austro-Hungarian Hussars, 1812
KINGDOM OF BAVARIA 1806-1815

Infantry:
- Line
- Light
- Artillery

Cavalry:
- Line
- Light
- Artillery

KINGDOM OF GERMANY 1806-1815

ROYAL DUTCH INFANTRY 1806-1814

Cavalry:
- Line
- Light

Artillery:
- Line
- Light

OUPOT OF NASSAU 1806-1814

ROYAL DUTCH INFANTRY 1806-1814

Cavalry:
- Line
- Light

Artillery:
- Line
- Light
THE NAPOLEONIC WARS 1804-1815
THE BRITISH ARMY

The British Army of this period incorporated various changes of uniform. We have tried to portray these in as many figures as possible. The main procedure adopted, the division being in three main parts: namely, General Officers and Staff, Cavalry and Infantry.

BRITISH GENERAL OFFICERS AND STAFF

FIELD MARSHAL ARTHUR, DUKE OF WELLINGTON,
FULL DRESS
FIELD MARSHAL ARTHUR, DUKE OF WELLINGTON,
CAPTAIN'S DRESS
A.D.C. TO THE DUKE, LT. COL. SIR ALEXANDER GORDON, IN UNIFORM OF THE 3rd FOOT GUARDS
A.D.C. TO THE DUKE, LORD GEORGE LENNOX, IN UNIFORM OF THE 9th LANCERS
A.D.C. TO THE DUKE, THE HON. GEORGE CATHERBY, IN UNIFORM OF THE 4th DRAGOON GUARDS
GENERAL SIR THOMAS PICTON IN FULL DRESS
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF YORK IN FULL DRESS
GENERAL GASPAR DE MARCHAND, 1808, IN UNIFORM OF LIGHT DRAGOON WITH CROOLED HELMET
GENERAL THE EARL OF CONINGHAME, UNIFORM OF LIGHT DRAGOON 1804, WITH SHako
LIEUT. GENERAL THE EARL OF DERBY, UNIFORM OF OFFICERS
A.D.C. TO REGENCY, CAPTAIN R.B. SEYMOUR, UNIFORM OF 15th BULGARI
MAJOR GENERAL SIR HENRY VIVIAN, UNIFORM OF OFFICERS
GENERAL OF HEAVY CAVALRY WITH HELMET
LIEUT. COLONEL BRITANNICK, STAFF OFFICER
CAPTAIN OF 3rd LANCERS
Note on British General Officers and Staff.
As we cannot possibly list all British General Officers and their A.D.C.s, we have only mentioned the names above to portray distinctive types of uniforms. From the types quoted, any British General Officers in full dress or in distinctive Regimental uniform of all branches of cavalry, with their full complement of cuirasses, can be supplied.

BRITISH CAVALRY 1806-1815

The British Cavalry is listed in each distinctive branch. Apart from the ranks mentioned below, we can supply Surgeons for each Regiment, which we have not listed separately in order to save space. The groups are arranged by their uniforms.

Household Cavalry

British Household Cavalry were fighting regiments and their helmets were quite distinctive from other Heavy Cavalry Regiments.

Life Guards
OFFICER IN SERVICE DRESS
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS
TROMPETTER IN FULL DRESS WITH BISEYNI

Royal Horse Guards
OFFICER IN SERVICE DRESS
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS

BRITISH CAVALRY continued

Royal Horse Guards continued
STANDARD BEARER
TROOPER IN SERVICE DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS

Dragoon Guards and Dragons
The above constitutes the Heavy Cavalry of the British Army, of which the Dragon Guards were numbered separately from Regiment number 8 to number 12. The Dragons were numbered Regiment number 1 to number 6 with the exception of Dragon Regiment number 5, which did not exist at that period (N.B.Clarke). Our figures cover the period when helmets were worn.

Dragoon Guards (all Regiments)
OFFICER IN SERVICE DRESS
OFFICER IN LEVEE DRESS, 1806
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETTER IN FULL DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS
OFFICER IN STONECRAFT CASQUE, 1806
OFFICER, 1808

Dragons (all Regiments)
OFFICER IN SERVICE DRESS
OFFICER IN LEVEE DRESS
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
OFFICER, 1808
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETTER IN FULL DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS

Royal Scots Greys (2nd Dragons). The only British cavalry regiment to wear the beretskin cap.
OFFICER IN SERVICE DRESS
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETTER IN FULL DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS

Light Dragons

The British Cavalry was numbered consecutively from number 13 to number 25 irrespective of their branches; that is why Regiments of Light Dragons follow the before-mentioned Dragon Regiments with the number 7 up to number 23. As further guidance we would point out that the dress of the Light Dragons, which consisted of a tightly-fitted jacket and a fur-crested helmet (sometime known as the "Harleian" helmet) was changed approximately 1811-1813 into a quilted distinctive jacket with hussar-style plastron and shako. We have incorporated both types of uniform in our range.

Light Dragons - dress of 1803-1811 (all Regiments)
OFFICER IN COCKED HAT, 1806
OFFICER
TROMPETTER
TROOPER
BRITISH CAVALRY continued

Light Dragoons continued

Light Dragoons - dress of 1814–1815 (all Regts)

OFFICER

TROOPER

 Hussars

Approximately 1806 it was decided to follow the general fashion of other European armies of that period by exchanging the fur-trimmed helmet of Light Dragoons for a busby, and the additional fur-trimmed and laced jacket, thereby creating the famous Hussar. Four Regiments were singled out for this purpose and although retaining their numbers and designation of Light Dragoons they were called as follows:

7th or Queen’s Own Hussars
10th or Prince of Wales’ Own Hussars
15th or the King’s Hussars
18th Hussars

Of each of these four regiments we supply the following:

OFFICER WITH MILITARY CAP 1806
OFFICER IN COCKED HAT
OFFICER IN DRESS AND OVERALLS
TROOPER
TROOPER IN DRESS AND OVERALLS

Teesside Cavalry

OFFICER, TEESMOOR CAVALRY
TROOPER, TEESMOOR CAVALRY

BRITISH ARTILLERY

British Horse Artillery was dressed very much as Light Cavalry and their uniform was most distinctive. The Rocket Troop was the first of its kind in any army. The uniform of the British Foot Artillery was similar to that of infantry, but was of a distinctive blue.

Royal Horse Artillery

OFFICER WITH PTELGE
TROOPER
Pfälle
Gunner

Royal Foot Artillery

OFFICER 1812–1815
Gunner 1812–1815

Band of the Royal Artillery

For details of instruments see “Band of the Royal Foot Guards” which follows later in this list.

Royal Waggon Train

OFFICER
PRIVATE

Honourable Artillery Company and Volunteers

OFFICER, H.A.C.
JAGGER, H.A.C.
PRIVATE, H.A.C.
OFFICER OF VOLUNTEERS
PRIVATE OF VOLUNTEERS
THE NAPOLEONIC WARS 1804-1815
THE BRITISH ARMY

The British Army of this period incorporated various changes of uniform. We have tried to portray these in as many figures as possible. The same procedure on the French Army has been adopted, the division being in three main parts: namely general officers and staff, cavalry and infantry.

BRITISH OFFICERS AND STAFF

FIELD MARSHAL ARTHUR, DUKE OF WELLINGTON, FULL DRESS
FIELD MARSHAL ARTHUR, DUKE OF WELLINGTON, CANTONMENT DRESS
A.D.C. TO THE DUKE, LT. COL. SIR ALEXANDER GORDON, IN UNIFORM OF THE 3rd FOOT GUARDS
A.D.C. TO THE DUKE, LORD GEORGE LONGBARNE, IN UNIFORM OF THE 5th LIGHT DRAGOONS
A.D.C. TO THE DUKE, THE HON. GEORGE CATHCART, IN UNIFORM OF THE 5th DRAGOONS
GENERAL SIR THOMAS FIDLER, IN FULL DRESS
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE Dukes OF YORK IN FULL DRESS
GENERAL GASPART LE MARCHANT, 1808, IN UNIFORM OF LIGHT DRAGOONS WITH CROSSED HELMETS
GENERAL THE EARL OF CONSPRINGDON, UNIFORM OF LIGHT DRAGOONS 1808, WITH SABLE
LIEUT. GENERAL THE EARL OF DURBEN, UNIFORM OF MUSKETS
A.D.C. TO HER MAJESTY, CAPTAIN R.B. SEYMOUR, UNIFORM OF 1st BUSHIRI
MAJOR GENERAL SIR HERSCHEL VIVIAN, UNIFORM OF MUSKETS
GENERAL OF HEAVY CAVALRY WITH HELMET AND GRENADIER, STAFF OFFICER
COMMANDER OF THE STAFF, INFANTRY DIVISION

Note on British General Officers and Staff.
As we cannot possibly list all British General Officers and their A.D.C.s, we have only mentioned those above to portray distinctive types of uniforms. From the types quoted, any British General Officers in full dress or in distinctive Regimental uniform of all branches of service, with their full complement of medals, can be supplied.

BRITISH CAVALRY

The British Cavalry is listed in each distinctive branch. Apart from the ranks mentioned below, we can supply Sergeant-Majors for each Regiment, which we have not listed separately in order to save space. The groups are arranged by their uniforms.

Household Cavalry

British Household cavalry were fighting regiments and their helmets were quite distinctive from other Heavy Cavalry Regiments.

LIFE GUARDS
OFFICER IN SERVICE DRESS
STAFF OFFICER
TROOPER IN SERVICE DRESS WITH GREAT COAT

ROYAL HORSE GUARDS
OFFICER IN SERVICE DRESS
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS

BRITISH CAVALRY - CONTINUED

ROYAL HORSE GUARDS - CONTINUED
STANDARD BEARER
TROOPER IN SERVICE DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS

DRAGOON GUARDS AND DRAGOONS
The above constitute the Heavy Cavalry of the British Army, of which the Dragoon Guards were numbered separately from Regiment number 7 to number 9. The Dragoons were numbered from Regiment number 1 to number 6 with the exception of Dragon Regiment number 5, which did not exist at that period (Napoleonic). Our figures cover the period when helmets were worn.

DRAGON GUARDS (ALL REGIMENTS)
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
OFFICER IN LEVEE DRESS, 1806
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETTER IN FULL DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS
OFFICER IN STONEFORD BLAINE, 1806
OFFICER, 1808

DRAGONS (ALL REGIMENTS)
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
OFFICER IN LEVEE DRESS
OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
OFFICER, 1808
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETTER IN FULL DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS
TROOPER IN SERVICE DRESS

ROYAL SCOTS GREYS (2nd DRAGOONS), THE ONLY BRITISH CAVALRY REGIMENT TO WEAR THE HERNOCKIN CAP

OFFICER IN FULL DRESS
STANDARD BEARER
TROMPETTER IN FULL DRESS
TROMPETTER IN SERVICE DRESS
TROOPER IN SERVICE DRESS

LIGHT DRAGOONS
The British Cavalry was numbered consecutively from number 7 to number 25 irrespective of their branch. This is why Regiments of Light Dragoons follow the above-mentioned Dragon Regiments with the number 7 up to number 25. As further guidance, we would point out that the dress of the Light Dragoons, which consisted of a tightly-laced jacket and a fur-crowned helmet (sometimes known as the "Hastings" helmet) was changed approximately 1811 to 1812 into a quilted distinct jacket with buttoned-back plastron and shako. We have incorporated both types of uniform in our range.

Light Dragoons - dress of 1803-1811 (all Hancocks)
OFFICER IN COCKED HAT, 1806
OFFICER
TROMPETTER
TROOPER
BRITISH CAVALRY continued

Light Dragoons continued

Light Dragoons - dress of 1811-1815 (all Regts)

OFFICER
TRUMPETER
TROOPER

 Hussars

Approximately 1806 it was decided to follow the general fashion of other European armies of that period by exchanging the fur-trimmed helmet of Light Dragoons for a busby, and the additional fur-trimmed and laced jacket, thereby creating the famous Hussars. Four Regiments were singled out for this purpose and although retaining their numbers and designation of Light Dragoons they were called as follows:
7th or Queen's Own Hussars
10th or Prince of Wales' Own Hussars
15th or the King's Hussars
18th Hussars

Of each of these four regiments we supply the following:

OFFICER WITH MILITARY CAP 1806
OFFICER IN CHEEKED HABIT
OFFICER IN DRESS AND OVERALLS
TROOPER
TROOPER IN DRESS AND OVERALLS

Teesside Cavalry

OFFICER, 70th ROYAL CAVALRY
TROOPER, 70th ROYAL CAVALRY

BRITISH ARTILLERY

British Horse Artillery was dressed very much as Light Cavalry and their uniforms were most distinctive. The Rocket Troop was the first of its kind in any army. The uniform of the British Foot Artillery was similar in that of infantry, but was of a distinctive blue.

Royal Horse Artillery

OFFICER WITH FIELD OFFICE
TRUMPETERS
SOLDIER
GUNNER

Royal Foot Artillery

OFFICER 1812-1815
GUNNER 1812-1815

Band of the Royal Artillery

For details of Instruments see "Band of the Royal Foot Guards" which follows later in this list.

Royal Waggon Train

OFFICER
PRIVATE

Honourable Artillery Company and Volunteers

OFFICER, H.A.C.
SOLDIER, H.A.C.
PRIVATE, H.A.C.
PRIVATE OF VOLUNTEERS
PRIVATE OF VOLUNTEERS
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ROYAL FOOT GUARDS

Three fighting Regiments of Royal Foot Guards were in existence at this period - 1st, 2nd and 3rd. Their dress differed little from each other except by the spotting of buttons. When in action their dress was similar to that worn by infantry regiments of the Line, their tall bonnets being reserved for Parade and full dress. Their service dress headgear was exchanged in 1812, along with the rest of the Army. Our figures incorporate all changes of uniform.

ROYAL FOOT GUARDS (in service dress 1812-1815)
OFFICER, BATTALION COMPANY
COLOR BEARER
SERGEANT, BATTALION COMPANY
DRUMMER
BANDYER OR FIFE
GRABER in BATTALION COMPANY
OFFICER, FLANK COMPANY
SERGEANT, FLANK COMPANY
PRIVATE, FLANK COMPANY
BANDYER in SERVICE DRESS
OFFICER in SHako and Greatcoat
PRIVATE in SHako and Greatcoat

ROYAL FOOT GUARDS (in full dress with bearskin 1812-1815)
OFFICER
COLOR BEARER
SERGEANT
DRUMMER
FIFE
GRABER

Band of the Foot Guards

Drummers and Fifers are wearing the bearskin while the musicians are dressed in B란sman's uniform with shako. The negro musicians wear a turban e la Muselmale and black Russian boots.

BARNARD
BASS DRUMMER
KETTLE DRUMMER
WIND WINS WHISTLE
Cymbals
TRUMPET
BRASS WITH TROMPET
SHAGERS
BANDMAN WITH FRENCH BAND
BANDMAN WITH SERGEANT
BANDMAN WITH HORN

BRITISH INFANTRY OF THE LINE

The Line Infantry of this period underwent one major change of dress in 1812, which we have incorporated in our figures. The main branches of British infantry are Infantry of the Line, Light Infantry, Fusiliers, Highlanders and Elite Regiments. Each branch wore a distinctive uniform and is listed separately.

Infantry of the Line 1812-1815 (all regiments)

OFFICER, BATTALION COMPANY
COLOR BEARER
SERGEANT, BATTALION COMPANY
DRUMMER
BANDYER OR FIFE
BRITISH INFANTRY OF THE LINE continued

Infantry of the Line 1812-1815 continued

OFFICER, BATTLESHIP COMPANY
PRIVATE, BATTLESHIP COMPANY
SERGEANT, FLANK COMPANY
PRIVATE, FLANK COMPANY
SERGEANT IN SERVICE DRESS
PRIVATE IN GREATCOAT

Light Infantry 1810-1815 (with tall shako)

OFFICER
PRIVATE

Riflemen in Service Dress

PRIVATE IN GREATCOAT

Highland Light Infantry (74th Foot) 1803-1815

This being a battle regiment up to 1809, it still retained some Scottish distinctions after being converted into Light Infantry.

OFFICER
PRIVATE

Royal Fusiliers 1806-1815 (with Fusillier cap)

OFFICER
PRIVATE

Highlanders 1809-1815

1809 saw the conversion of any killed Highland Regiment into the uniforms of the Regiment of the Line, leaving only five killed Highland Regiments, namely:

2nd Foot or Black Watch
74th Foot or Cameron Highlanders
96th Foot or Gordon Highlanders
98th Foot or Argyll Highlanders

Of each of these five Regiments we supply the following types:

FIELD OFFICER IN BRIGADE ANDocommand
PRIVATE IN KIT

OFFICER IN KIT

COLORS IN KIT

SEIGNEUR IN KIT

RIFLEMAN IN KIT

Rifle Regiments

Two rifle corps existed in the British Army of this period; their green uniforms made them distinct from the usual scarlet of the British Army.

King's Royal Rifle Corps (60th Foot, Royal American) 1803-1815

OFFICER
PRIVATE

The Rifle Brigade (55th Foot) 1802-1815

OFFICER 1802-1807 in FUR-CRESTED HELMET

OFFICER, FROM 1807, WITH RELIGIOUS AND SHAWL

SERGEANT

HIGHLANDER

DILEMEN

SPECIAL SET OF FIGURES - 'VICTORY FROM COMERON'

Beautiful pre-augmented figures inspired by the famous painting by J.F. Noelke.

RIFLEMAN, WEARING SHAWL, WITH HEAD HEAVILY RANGED

RIFLEMAN, WEARING ROUGH TROUSERS, LEANING ON RIFLE

RIFLEMAN HOLDING RIFLE WITH RIGHT HAND

OFFICER WEARING RELIGIOUS

RIFLEMAN HOLDING RIFLE WITH BOTH HANDS

RIFLEMAN, BARE-HEADED AND RANGED, LEANING ON RIFLE

THE PENINSULAR WAR 1809-1814

British Army in complete campaign kit; banded and sladed uniforms as worn on active service.

OFFICER OF INFANTRY IN SERVICE DRESS

PRIVATE IN SERVICE DRESS

ROYAL FUSILIERS PRIVATE WITH BUNDLED HEAD

PRIVATE OF INFANTRY IN SERVICE DRESS

BRITISH NAVY AND ROYAL MARINES 1800-1815

LORD HORATIO NELSON

NAVAL OFFICER

ROYAL NELSON

OFFICER, ROYAL MARINES

PRIVATE, ROYAL MARINES

PORTUGUESE REGIMENTS IN BRITISH SERVICE 1804-1815

In 1803 Hanover was over-run by Napoleon's forces and the Hanoverian Army - by virtue of the British Sovereign being Duke of Hanover - was forced into the King's German Leib Regiment. Their dress was similar to that of the British Army.

King's German Legion 1801-1815

OFFICER OF INFANTRY

PRIVATE OF INFANTRY

BANDER OF INFANTRY

BANDER OF INFANTRY

PRIVATE OF INFANTRY

OFFICER OF MUSKETS

BANDER OF MUSKETS

BANDER OF MUSKETS

OFFICER OF MUSKETS

TROOPER OF LIGHT DRAGOONS

TROOPER OF LIGHT DRAGOONS

OFFICER OF MUSKETS

PRIVATE OF MUSKETS

PRIVATE OF MUSKETS

OFFICER OF FIELD ARTILLERY

PRIVATE OF FIELD ARTILLERY

PRIVATE OF FIELD ARTILLERY

PRIVATE OF FIELD ARTILLERY
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THE THIRTY YEARS WAR 1618-1648

These figures can be made to represent virtually all European armies of the period.

CAVALRY OFFICER
CAVALRY TROOPER
INFANTRY OFFICER IN HELMET
INFANTRY OFFICER IN KAPEL
PEKEMAN IN HELMET
PEKEMAN IN HAT
MUSKETEER IN HELMET
MUSKETEER IN HAT
DRUMMER IN HELMET
DRUMMER IN HAT
ARTILLERY OFFICER
ARTILLERY CORPS
CIVIC DIGNITARY IN ROPES

THE FRENCH ARMY c.1660-1740

CARDINAL MUSSELIER, c.1660
KING'S MUSKETEER, c.1660
PEKEMAN OF INFANTRY, c.1660
MUSKETEER OF INFANTRY, c.1660

Garde Francaise, c.1740
FIELD OFFICER
JUNIOR OFFICER
SERGENT
GENLE MAJOR
GENLE
PRIVATE

MILAN DU ROI, c.1740
TRUMPETER

THE WAR OF THE SPANISH SUCCESSION
1702-1714

Soldiers of this period, which was more or less the beginning of uniformity in dress, were basically the same cut and style of uniform throughout. We have created certain basic types which are applicable to all armies that took part in the war of this period.

BRITISH ARMY
THE DUCHESS OF MARLBOROUGH
OFFICER OF INFANTRY
COLOUR BEARER OF INFANTRY
DRUMMER OF INFANTRY
CAVALRY TROOPER IN HELMET
CAVALRY TROOPER IN HAT
GRENADIER OF INFANTRY
MUSKETEER OF INFANTRY

FRENCH ARMY
GENERAL OFFICER
OFFICER OF INFANTRY
COLOUR BEARER OF INFANTRY
MUSKETEER OF INFANTRY

AUSTRIAN ARMY
PRINCE EDUARD OF SAVOY
OFFICER OF INFANTRY
MUSKETEER OF INFANTRY

Private, Garde Francaise, 1745-50
THE WAR OF THE SPANISH PROCESSION continued

BAVARIAN ARMY

GENERAL LEOPOLD MAXIMILIAN
OFFICER OF INFANTRY
COLOR BEARER OF INFANTRY
GRENADIERS OF INFANTRY
MUSKETEER OF INFANTRY

THE SEVEN YEARS WAR 1756-1763

THE PRUSSIAN ARMY OF KING FREDERICK THE GREAT

KING FREDERICK WILLIAM I (King of Prussia 1713-1740)
KING FREDERICK II (THE GREAT) OF PRUSSIA
(1740-1786)
GENERAL PRINCE HENRY OF PRUSSIA
GENERAL VON SITZEN, GENERAL OF HUSSARS, WITH
TIGERSKIN CHAUN
GENERAL VON SEGVALT, GENERAL OF HUSSARS
GENERAL HENRY FREDERICK OF BERNICKE

First Life Guards Battalion the King’s Regiment 1713-1740
(The world famous Giant Potzdam Grenadiers)
Uniform worn c. 1740
"BIJANT" GRENADIER
OFFICER
COLOR BEARER
UNDER OFFICER
DROPPER
DINGO FIFER

Uniform worn c. 1720
POTZDAM GRENADIER
OFFICER
DROPPER
UNDER OFFICER
DINGO FIFER

Batallion Life Guard (No. 13/1) uniform of 1753
OFFICER
COLOR BEARER
UNDER OFFICER IN HAT
FLAGEL GRENADIER
GRENADIER
DROPPER
DINGO FIFER

Line Infantry - Regiments 1 to 55
FIELD OFFICER
COLOR BEARER OF GRENADIERS
COLOR BEARER OF LIGHTS
COLOR BEARER OF PILOTMEN
DROPPER OF GRENADIERS
DROPPER OF PILOTMEN
DROPPER OF LIGHTS
N.G.O. OF GRENADIERS
K.O.O. OF PILOTMEN

GRENADIER IN PARADE DRESS
MUSKETEER IN PARADE DRESS
PILOT IN PARADE DRESS
GRENADIER IN FIELD SERVICE DRESS
TESTER IN FIELD SERVICE DRESS
ZIMMERMANN (LEAFED) OF GRENADIER

Field Jager Corps
FIELD JAGER

Dragoon Regiments
OFFICER
STANDARD BEARER
TROOPER

Hussar Regiments
OFFICER IN PUR CAP
TROOPER IN PUR CAP
TROOPER IN PUR CAP
TROOPER IN MUSKET
TROOPER IN MUSKET
TROOPER IN MUSKET
STANDARD BEARER

Kuirassier Regiments
OFFICER
COURTLER
TROOPER
TROOPER

Corps of Huzarns (Lancers)
OFFICER
TROOPER
TROOPER

Artillery
OFFICER
N.G.O.
GUNNER

THE ARMY OF MARIA THERESA OF AUSTRIA

FIELD MARSHAL

INFANTRY
OFFICER OF HUNGARIAN INFANTRY
BRIGADIER OF HUNGARIAN INFANTRY
GRENADIER OF HUNGARIAN INFANTRY
MUSKETEER OF HUNGARIAN INFANTRY
OFFICER OF GERMAN INFANTRY
BRIGADIER OF GERMAN INFANTRY
GRENADIER OF GERMAN INFANTRY
MUSKETEER OF GERMAN INFANTRY

Irregular Infantry
FANDOUR OFFICER
FANDOUR

Cavallery
ROSET GRENADIER TROOPER
ROSET OFFICER
ROSET TROOPER
HUSAR TROOPER
DRAGOON OFFICER
DRAGOON TROOPER

Artillery
OFFICER
GUNNER

FRENCH ROYAL ARMY

INFANTRY
OFFICER
SOLDIER
PRIVATE

Cavallery
OFFICER
MUSKETEER
TROOPER OF GRENADIERS
THE BRITISH ARMY 1742-1768

Staff
H.M.S., THE DRAKE OF CORNWALL
GENERAL WOLFE

Cavalry
OFFICER OF THE HORSE GUARDS
TROOPER OF THE HORSE GUARDS
TROOPER OF LIFE GUARDS
TROOPER OF DRAGONS
TROOPER, ROYAL SCOT GREYS
NIGHTS TROMBETT OF THE HORSE GUARDS IN FULL
STATE DRESS WITH TRICOME.

Infantry
FOOT GUARD OFFICER
FOOT GUARD Colour Bearer
FOOT GUARD SERGEANT
FOOT GUARD DRUMMER
INFANTRY OFFICER, CENTRE COMPANY
INFANTRY OFFICERS WITH REGIMENTAL COLOUR
INFANTRY SERGEANT, CENTRE COMPANY
INFANTRY PRIVATE, CENTRE COMPANY
INFANTRY GRENADIER OFFICER
GRENADIER OFFICER WITH COLOUR
INFANTRY GRENADIER SERGEANT
INFANTRY DRUMMER
INFANTRY GRENADIER

Highlanders (Black Watch)
OFFICER
COLOUR BEARER
DRUMMER
GRENADIER
PRIVATE, CENTRE COMPANY

Artillery
Foot Artillery Officer
Foot Artillery Gunner

NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES c.1750

WILLIAMSBURG MILITIA
OFFICER
SERGEANT
PRIVATE

THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

AMERICAN FORCES 1776-1783

CONTINENTAL INFANTRY OF THE LINE

In this category all our figures are based on
Regimental uniforms as depicted in Laferrière's
(soon standard work on the American Army of
the Revolution, and furthermore on plates and
data as given in the Journal of that excellent
Society "The Company of Military Collectors
and Historians.).

GEORGE WASHINGTON
RED INDIAN (this figure can also be used for
the earlier period of the French/Indian War)
CONTINENTAL INFANTRY OF THE LINE CONTINUED

AMERICAN REGIMENTS IN UNIFORMS PRIOR TO 1779:
2nd Canadian Regiment (Congress's Own)
2nd New Hampshire Regiment
1st Pennsylvania Battalion
2nd Maryland Regiment
Green Mountain Rangers
6th Regiment Pennsylvania Line
5th Continental Line
American Corps of Artillery
2nd New York Artillery
2nd South Carolina Regiment
3rd Virginia Line Regiment
2nd, 3rd and 4th New York Regiments
Barnes's Delaware Regiment
Smallwood's Maryland Regiment (1774)
Commander-in-Chief's Bodyguard
Light Infantry
Sherman's Continental Regiment
3rd New Jersey Regiment
4th Connecticut Regiment
2nd Massachusetts Regiment
Massachusetts Regiment of Artillery

For all these regiments we supply:

OFFICER
N.C.O.
DRUMMER
DRUMMER
PRIVATE
CUMMERS OF ARTILLERY
COLOUR BEARER (where known)

CONTINENTAL LINE IN UNIFORMS AFTER 1779
Uniforms as laid down by General Order of General Washington 2nd October 1779. For all Regiments of the Continental Line.

OFFICER
COLOUR BEARER (where known)
DRUMMER
PRIVATE

PRIVATE IN DRUMMING DUTY. Figures are available in other uniforms or hat off!
1st Georgia Regiment
Smallwood's Maryland Regiment (1776)
4th Independent Co. of Maryland State Troops
2nd Rhode Island Regiment
3rd North Carolina
4th Pennsylvania Battalion
1st Pennsylvania Rifle Battalion

RANGER'S DRAGOONS
OFFICER IN FIGHTING SHIRT
TROOPER IN MUSKETEER DRESS

MARINES
OFFICER
MARTY 1778

NANNING PH-1775
FRONTIERSMAN IN COOKIN CAP
ROGERS RANGER 1760

TOTAL FRENCH ARMY FIGHTING IN AMERICA 1779-
1783

Note: These French Army figures can also be supplied for foreign regiments in French service at this period, namely Swiss, German and Irish.

Infantry
OFFICER IN BAY. LINE INFANTRY
OFFICER IN HELMET, LIGHT INFANTRY
COLOUR BEARER
DRUMMER IN BAY
ORDER IN HELMET
FUSILIER, LINE INFANTRY
FUSILIER, LIGHT INFANTRY
LIGHT INFANTRY IN HELMET

Launay's Legion

HUSKIAN OFFICER
HUSKIAN DRUMMER

GERMAN REGIMENTS FIGHTING IN AMERICA 1777-1783

German aid was supplied by such small German States as Hannover and Brunswick to fight with the British during the American War of Independence. They wore uniforms based on the Prussian pattern of that period.

HANNOVER AND BRUNSWICK

There were very many units fighting in America and to list each unit by name would take up too much space. All those regiments can be supplied by us in the following ranks:

Infantry
FIELD OFFICER
OFFICER
COLOUR BEARER OF GRENADIERS
COLOUR BEARER OF MUSKETEERS
COLOUR BEARER OF FUSILIERS
DRUMMER OF GRENADIERS
DRUMMER OF MUSKETEERS
DRUMMER OF FUSILIERS
N.C.O. OF GRENADIERS
N.C.O. OF MUSKETEERS
N.C.O. OF FUSILIERS
GRENADIERS, PARADE DRESS
MUSKETEERS, PARADE DRESS
FUSILIERS, PARADE DRESS
COURTLAND, FIELD SERVICE DRESS
FUSILIERS, FIELD SERVICE DRESS
ZIMMERMANN (SAME) OF GRENADIERS

Jager Corps
FIELD JAGER

Artillery
OFFICER
N.C.O.
GUNNER

HINDESCH

The infantry consists of four regiments - Regiment Peter Friedrich; Regiment von Kleist; Regiment von Specht; MAJOR GENERAL BAVON VON HINDESCH.
### Foot Guards and Infantry of the Line

#### Foot Guards and Infantry of the Line continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Officer, Centre Company</th>
<th>Colour Bearer, Centre Company</th>
<th>Sergeant, Centre Company</th>
<th>Drummer, Centre Company</th>
<th>Private, Centre Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centre Companies</td>
<td>Officer, Light Company</td>
<td>Colour Bearer, Light Company</td>
<td>Sergeant, Light Company</td>
<td>Drummer, Light Company</td>
<td>Private, Light Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Fusiliers 1722-1790</td>
<td>Officer, Private</td>
<td>Colour Bearer</td>
<td>Sergeant</td>
<td>Drummer</td>
<td>Musician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Fusiliers Band</td>
<td>Musicians with all wind and percussion instruments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Highlanders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Officer</th>
<th>Colour Bearer</th>
<th>Sergeant</th>
<th>Drummer</th>
<th>Piper</th>
<th>Private</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centre Companies</td>
<td>Officer</td>
<td>Colour Bearer</td>
<td>Sergeant</td>
<td>Drummer</td>
<td>Piper</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyalists</td>
<td>Officer</td>
<td>Colour Bearer</td>
<td>Sergeant</td>
<td>Drummer</td>
<td>Piper</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Foot Guards

#### Foot Guards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Officer</th>
<th>Colour Bearer</th>
<th>Sergeant</th>
<th>Drummer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grenadier Company</td>
<td>Officer</td>
<td>Colour Bearer</td>
<td>Sergeant</td>
<td>Drummer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE continued
BREITZIG FORCE IN AMERICA 1768-1783 continued
BREITZIG CAVALRY
OFFICER, 7th LIGHT DRAGOONS
TROOPER, 7th LIGHT DRAGOONS
BREITZIG ARTILLERY
OFFICER
CORPORAL

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

WAR OF 1812
MARYLAND DRAGOON TROOPER
MARYLAND DRAGOON TROOPER
U.S. INFANTRY OFFICER
U.S. INFANTRY PRIVATE

BATTLE OF THE ALAMO 1836
JAMES BOWIE
Davy Crockett
William Travis
Rifleman
Volunteer
GENERAL SANTA ANNA
MEXICAN INFANTRY OFFICER
MEXICAN INFANTRY PRIVATE
MEXICAN CAVALRY OFFICER
MEXICAN CAVALRY TROOPER

MEXICAN WAR OF 1846
U.S. INFANTRY OFFICER
U.S. INFANTRY PRIVATE
U.S. DRAGOON OFFICER
U.S. DRAGOON TROOPER
MEXICAN INFANTRY OFFICER
MEXICAN INFANTRY PRIVATE
MEXICAN CAVALRY OFFICER
MEXICAN CAVALRY TROOPER

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR 1861-1865
We are indebted to Tom Parker's Historical Print Series for the Second Rhode Island Infantry and Sixth New York Cavalry figures.
Union
GENERAL U.S. GRANT
OFFICER WITH COLOURED UNION INFANTERY "MILLY TAYL" (in one position only)
BRIGADIER GENERAL OFFICER OF REGIMENT
NEW YORK GOURD
OFFICER, 70th NEW YORK INFANTRY, IN KILT PRIVATE, 70th NEW YORK INFANTRY, IN KILT OFFICER, 2nd BROOK ISLAND INFANTRY SERGEANT, 2nd BROOK ISLAND INFANTRY TROOPER, 6th NEW YORK CAVALRY CAVALRY TROOPER
CAVALRY TROOPER IN GREATCOAT OFFICER OF ARTILLERY GUNNER OF ARTILLERY

Confederate
GENERAL R.L. LEES
GENERAL JEB STUART
OFFICER WITH COLOURED CONFEDERATE INFANTRYMAN "JOHNNY REB" (in one position only)
INFANTRY PRIVATE TROOPER, 1st VIRGINIA CAVALRY DRAGOON IN GREATCOAT CAVALRY TROOPER CAVALRY TROOPER IN KILT OFFICER, MORGAN'S MOUNTED PRIVATE, MORGAN'S RANGERS OFFICER OF SIEGEL'S SIEGEL IN KILT OFFICER OF ARTILLERY GUNNER OF ARTILLERY

INDIAN WARS OF THE 1870s
GENERAL CUSTER IN CAMPAIGN DRESS CAVALRY OFFICER IN CAMPAIGN DRESS CAVALRY TROOPER IN CAMPAIGN DRESS CIVILIAN DRESS
INDIAN CHIEF
INDIAN WARRIOR
INDIAN IN BORNE PARDONED
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THE BRITISH ARMY THROUGH THE AGES
(AND SOME OF ITS ADVERSARIES)

THE BRITISH ARMY OF 1660
INFANTRY OFFICER
INFANTRY PRIVATE
INFANTRY MUSKETEER

THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 1642
PRINCE ROBERT, GENERAL OF ROYALIST ARMIES
ROYALIST STANDARD BEARER
ROYALIST DRUMMER
OLIVER CROMWELL
CROMWELLIAN STANDARD BEARER
CROMWELLIAN CAVALRY TROOPER
ROYALIST CAVALRY TROOPER
INFANTRY OFFICER IN HELMET
INFANTRY PRIVATE IN HELMET
INFANTRY MUSKETEER IN HELMET
INFANTRY MUSKETEER IN HELMET
INFANTRY DRUMMER IN HELMET
INFANTRY DRUMMER IN HELMET
ARTILLERY OFFICER
ARTILLERY GUNNER
CIVIC DIGNITARY IN ROBE

THE WAR OF THE SPANISH SUCCESSION 1702-1714
see separate section

THE BRITISH ARMY 1714-1763
see separate section

THE JACOBITE REBELLION 1745
SANDY PRINCE CHARLIE
CLANSMAN IN KILT
CLANSMAN IN TUNIC

THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1776-1783
see separate section

THE NAPOLEONIC WARS 1804-1815
see separate section

THE BRITISH ARMY OF 1816-1846
COLONEL KELLY, COLONEL OF LIFE GUARDS 1816
LORD DUMFRIES, COLONEL OF LIFE GUARDS
COLONEL OF LIFE GUARDS PRIVATE 1820
OFFICER OF LAUNCH 1820
OFFICER OF HUSSARS 1820
OFFICER OF ROYAL ROSE ARTILLERY 1820
OFFICER, INFANTRY OF THE LINE 1825/30
PRIVATE, INFANTRY OF THE LINE 1825/30
DRAGOON OFFICER 1820
COLONEL 1st FOOT DRAGOONS 1830
OFFICER, INFANTRY 1830
LIFE GUARD TROOPER 1830
HIGHLAND CAVALRY TROOPER 1846

THE IMPERIAL INDIAN ARMY 1850-1877
OFFICER, MADRAS LIGHT CAVALRY 1860
OFFICER, MADRAS LIGHT CAVALRY 1870
TROOPER, MADRAS LIGHT CAVALRY 1860
BOMBAY OFFICER, BENGAL EUROPEAN INFANTRY 1864
INFANTRY PRIVATE, BENGAL EUROPEAN INFANTRY 1864
OFFICER, MADRAS HOUSE ARTILLERY 1866
OFFICER, MADRAS ROYAL ARTILLERY 1866

THE INDIAN MUTINY 1857-1858
BRITISH INFANTRY OFFICER
BRITISH INFANTRY PRIVATE
BRITISH INFANTRY PRIVATE IN CAMPAIGN DRESS
OFFICER 93rd HIGHLANDERS
Sergeant 93rd HIGHLANDERS
DRUMMER 93rd HIGHLANDERS
PRIVATE 93rd HIGHLANDERS
BRITISH INFANTRY OFFICER IN CAMPAIGN DRESS
INDIAN INFANTRY IN CAMPAIGN DRESS
BRITISH INFANTRY OFFICER

THE KING OF DELHI

THE BRITISH ARMY OF 1880
INFANTRY OFFICER
INFANTRY PRIVATE
SEROEHRI (BENGAL) TROOPER

THE AFGHAN CAMPAIGN 1879
BRITISH INFANTRY OFFICER
BRITISH INFANTRY PRIVATE
ROYAL SUDS FUSILIERS PRIVATE
COMMISSARY OFFICER
SERGEANT OF INFANTRY
Sergeant
Sergeant OBSERVER (IRPOD)
SOLDIER, BRITISH REGIMENT
SOLDIER, BRITISH REGIMENT

Bourke’s Drift Portrait Figures
LIEUTENANT GIBSON V.C., ROYAL ENGINEERS
LIEUTENANT MUNRO V.C., 24th FOOT

THE SUDAN AND ANGLO-RUSSIAN WARS
GENERAL GORDON
OFFICERS, BENGAL REGIMENTS IN TROPICAL HELMET
PRIVATE, HIGHLAND REGIMENTS IN TROPICAL HELMET
BRITISH INFANTRY OFFICER IN TROPICAL HELMET
BRITISH INFANTRY PRIVATE IN TROPICAL HELMET
LIEUTENANT WYER, CHURCHILL AT THE BATTLE OF OMDURMAN
OFFICER OF 21st LANCERS AT THE BATTLE OF OMDURMAN
TROOPER OF 21st LANCERS AT THE BATTLE OF OMDURMAN
TROOPER OF 21st LANCERS AT THE BATTLE OF OMDURMAN

SHAKESPEARE DINNER (CHRISTIAN)
BLACKSMITH “DUTCH-WITTY” OR HOKANOWA WARRIOR
BENGALIEIR COUNTER ROYALTY OF IRUPA
BENGALIEIR CHEFSON OF THE JINNAXA
DOUG FARMER
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THE BRITISH ARMY IN FULL DRESS c.1900

Cavalry
OFFICER OF LANDEDA
OFFICER OF HUSSARS
OFFICER OF DRAGOONS
OFFICER OF DRAGOON GUARDS
OFFICER OF DRAGOON GUARDS IN OVERCOATS
OFFICER OF ROYAL HUSSARS
OFFICER OF ROYAL SCOTS GREYS
OFFICER OF HUSSARS IN OVERCOATS
LANCE-LEATHER IN MEZ DRESS
CAVALRY OFFICER IN UNIFORM SAGE JACKET AND
PILBOX CAP
LANCE-LEATHER IN DRILL ORDER WITH PILBOX
CAP
TROOPERS OF DRAGOONS
TROOPERS OF DRAGOON GUARDS
TROOPERS OF ROYAL SCOTS GREYS
TROOPERS OF HUSSARS
TROOPERS OF ROYAL HUSSARS
TROOPERS OF HUSSARS IN MARCHING ORDER

Infantry
OFFICER OF FOOT GUARDS
BRIG. MAJOR OF FOOT GUARDS, STATE DRESS
MUSICIAN OF FOOT GUARDS
PRIVATE OF FOOT GUARDS
PRIVATE OF FOOT GUARDS IN DRILL JACKET AND
PELORINUS CAP
PRIVATE, LINE INFANTRY
PRIVATE, LINE INFANTRY
PRIVATE, LINE INFANTRY
PRIVATE, LINE INFANTRY IN MARCHING ORDER
PRIVATE, MUSCLE BRIEVE
PRIVATE

Scottish Regiments
OFFICER IN KILTED AND BONNET
PRIVATE IN THOMAS AND KILMARNOCK BONNET
PRIVATE IN THOMAS AND HURST PATTERN HELMET
PRIVATE, CAMERONIANS
PRIVATE, HIGHLAND LIGHT INFANTRY
PRIVATE, RICHARDSON LIGHT INFANTRY
PRIVATE, HIGHLAND REGIMENT
PRIVATE, MUSCLE BRIEVE
PRIVATE IN KILTED AND BONNET
PRIVATE IN KILTED
PRIVATE IN DRILL ORDER

Fusilier Regiments
PRIVATE OF FUSILIERS
PRIVATE OF BORSAKI
PRIVATE OF BORSAKI
PRIVATE OF FUSILIERS
PRIVATE OF FUSILIERS
PRIVATE, ROYAL SCOTS FUSILIERS
PRIVATE, ROYAL SCOTS FUSILIERS
PRIVATE, ROYAL FUSILIERS
PRIVATE, ROYAL FORCES FUSILIERS

Royal Marines
PRIVATE

Artillery
PRIVATE

Royal Engineers
PRIVATE


d Private, 24th Foot, Zulu War 1879

BRITISH TROOP c.1879

In the last few years prior to the Anglo-Zulu War, the Territorial Cavalry were dressed in a
colourful variety of uniforms. The figures
drawn below, combined with those listed under
Regular Cavalry of the same period, enable us
to present a comprehensive coverage of all
these units.

OFFICER, WESTMORELAND AND DERBYLAND TERRITORIAL
OFFICER, HAMILTON AND DERBY TERRITORIAL
OFFICER, HAMILTON AND DERBY TERRITORIAL
OFFICER, WIKOY AND DURHAM HUNTER
OFFICER, WIKOY AND DURHAM HUNTER
THE BRITISH ARMY IN FULL DRESS 1900 cont.

Staff and Miscellaneous

Ezio Giorgio V in uniform of Field Marshal
Admiral of the Fleet in Full Dress
Queen Mary

Regimental

British Officer in Full Dress

Imperial Indian Army - Full Dress 1900-1914

Before the introduction of the Imperial Indian
Cavalry it wore a variety of different uniforms
which included such trophies as the
Skinner's Horse, in yellow coats, and the
Ferozepore Horse.

Regular Cavalry

British Officer of Lancers in Wallace Helmet, Full Dress
Native Officer of Punjab Frontier Force, Full Dress
Trooper, Royal Cavalry, Full Dress
British Officer, Native Full Dress
Native Officer, Native Full Dress

Trooper, Governor-General's Bodyguard, Full Dress
Trooper, Bombay Cavalry, Full Dress
Trooper, Madras Cavalry, Full Dress
British Officer in Indian Full Dress
British Officer in Lancer Full Dress
British Officer, Native Full Dress

British Officer, Native Full Dress

Native Infantry

Native Officer, Punjab Sirdars 1900
Private, Punjab Sirdars 1900

Native Infantry Officer, Full Dress (Trousers)
British Officer, Full Dress (Trousers)
Private, Native Infantry, Full Dress
Private, Native Infantry, Full Dress

Artillery

Officer, Mountain Artillery, Full Dress

Mountebane

Ayrshire Artillery

Punjab Artillery

State Forces

Apart from the Regular Cavalry each of the
larger Indian States maintained their own
State Forces, which were most elaborately
uniformed in full dress and make the most
colourful display imaginable, as each State
prescribed a different uniform.

Dixam Camel Corps Trooper

The First World War 1914-1918

see separate section

The Second World War 1939-1945

see separate section

The British Army - Modern No. 1 Dress

Officer of Cavalry Regiment

Bulldog Officer in kilts

Officer, Royal Tank Corps

Royal Foot Guards Brigade Officer in blues

Apar Lion

Bomber Major, Full Dress

Bomber, Full Dress

Bomber Officer in Service Dress with Crowd and Boots

Bomber Officer in Battle Dress

The Crimea War 1854-1856

The British Army

Staff

Lords Raglan

Staff Officers

Infantry

Officer, Line Infantry

Private, Line Infantry

Officer 53rd Royals

Officer 53rd Royals

Private 53rd Royals

German Major, Scots Fusilier Guards in double-breasted tunic 1855

Cavalry

Lord Raglan in uniform of 1st Hussars

Officer of Hussars in Service Dress

Trooper of Buhals in Service Dress

Officer of Lancers in Service Dress

Trooper of Lancers in Service Dress

Officer of Light Dragoons in Service Dress

Trooper of Light Dragoons in Service Dress

Officer of Royal Scots Greys in Service Dress

Trooper of Royal Scots Greys in Service Dress

Officer of Light Cavalry in Service Dress

The Russian Army

Infantry

Officer in Spiked Helmet and Greatcoat

Private in Spiked Helmet and Greatcoat

Artillery

Officer in Spiked Helmet and Greatcoat

Caucasian in Spiked Helmet and Greatcoat
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THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR 1870-1871

THE PRUSSIAN ARMY

Staff
Kaiser Wilhelm I
Prince Riemen

Infantry
Officer in service dress with cap
Officer in service dress with picque sur
Drummer in service dress
Private in service dress

Cavalry
Officer of kuirassiers
Trumpeter of kuirassiers
Trooper of kuirassiers

THE BAVARIAN ARMY

Staff
General von der Tann

Infantry
Officer in service dress
Drummer in service dress
Private in service dress

Cavalry
Kuirassier officer
Kuirassier trooper
Trumpeter of kuirassiers

THE FRENCH ARMY

Staff
Emperor Napoleon III
General officer in service dress

Infantry
Imperial guard voltigeurs, parade dress
Imperial guard voltigeur trumpeter, parade dress
Imperial guard grenadiers, parade dress
Imperial guard chasseurs à pied, parade dress
Imperial guard chasseurs à pied trumpeter

Cannon officer, service dress

Algerian tirailleur, service dress
Infantry drummer, service dress
Infantry private, service dress

Cavalry
Officer, chasseurs à cheval
Trumpeter, chasseurs à cheval
Trumpeter of mousquetaires
Trumpeter of musketeers

Officer of cuirassiers in parade dress
Trumpeter of cuirassiers in parade dress
Trooper of cuirassiers in service dress

THE ARMIES OF EUROPE
BEFORE THE FIRST WORLD WAR

THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN ARMY 1900-1914

Full Parade Uniform
Emperor Franz Joseph I
Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria in Hussar
General's uniform
General of Hussars in buttoned pelisse and kepi

Guard captain, Hungarian noble guard

Guard captain, ancient guard (general officers)

Dragoon officer
Dragoon trooper
Landwehr officer
THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN ARMY 1910 - 1914 continued

Full Parade Uniform continued

LACED TROOPER
RUSSIAN OFFICER
HUNGARIAN TROOPER
INFANTERIA PRIVILE

THE IMPERIAL RUSSIAN ARMY 1910 - 1914

TROUPE SIRHÓCSÁL 17
GENERAL OF RUSSIA
GENERAL IN FULL DRESS, IN SHAKO
GENERAL ADJUTANT IN FULL DRESS
STAFF OFFICER LIFE GUARD HOUSE GUARD REGIMENT STAFF OFFICER LIFE GUARD IMPERIAL REGIMENT
STAFF OFFICER LIFE GUARD IMPERIAL REGIMENT
STAFF OFFICER, CUSTOSZ IMPERIAL TROOP
OFFICER LIFE GUARD REGIMENT PAVLOVSK
PARADE LIFE GUARD REGIMENT PAVLOVSK
OFFICER LIFE GUARD IMPERIAL REGIMENT
PRIVATE LIFE GUARD IMPERIAL REGIMENT

THE GERMAN ARMY 1888 - 1914

The German Army prior to World War I consisted of the several States of Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony, Wurttemberg, Baden, Hesse, Mecklenburg and many smaller States. Each of these States retained their own and varied individual differences of uniform, which helped to make the pre-war German Army so colourful. As it is impossible to list all and every regiment and branch of the various area, please bear in mind when ordering that our figures are designed to fit every State and Contingent. For example, where we list "Infantry" or "Lancers", we mean Prussian, Bavarian, and so on.


GENERAL OF BAVARIAN
GENERAL OF LACERS, PARADE UNIFORM
GENERAL OF HESSIAN, PARADE UNIFORM
CROWN PRINCE WILHELM OF GERMANY IN UNIFORM OF THE 1ST HANNOVER REGIMENT
CROWN PRINCE FRIDERIC OF HAMBURG, IN UNIFORM OF 3rd HANOVER BATTALION
GENERAL PRINCE JOHANN AUGUST OF MECKLENBURG, IN UNIFORM OF 10th BATTALION, BAVARIA
GENERAL PRINCE JOHANN AUGUST OF MECKLENBURG, 19th BAVARIAN BATTALION UNIFORM, GREATCOAT 6,000 GREAT PRINCE BISMARCK

THE GERMAN ARMY 1915 - 1914

GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF INFANTRY
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF HIGHLANDER
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF ARTILLERY
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF SAVANIA INFANTRY
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF KURLAND
HUNGARIAN GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF PARADE UNIFORM
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF ARTILLERY, PARADE UNIFORM
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF INFANTRY
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF HIGHLANDER
BAVARIAN GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF PARADE UNIFORM
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF ARTILLERY, HIGHLANDER UNIFORM
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF INFANTRY
GENERAL IN SERVICE DRESS OF HIGHLANDER

INFANTRY

Note - Summer Dress has long white trousers.

Kaiser Alexander Guard Grenadier Regiment
FIELD OFFICER, PARADE UNIFORM WITH HAT CAP OFFICER WITH HAT CAP, SUMMER
COLOR BEARER, PARADE UNIFORM
HIGHLANDER, PARADE UNIFORM WITH HAT CAP, SUMMER
COLOR BEARER, PARADE UNIFORM WITH HAT CAP, SUMMER

1st Garde Regiment du Faux
FIELD OFFICER, PARADE UNIFORM WITH HAT CAP OFFICER WITH HAT CAP, SUMMER
COLOR BEARER, PARADE UNIFORM WITH HAT CAP, SUMMER

INFANTERIE REGIMENTE (Prussian, Bavarian, Wurttemberg and all other States)
FIELD OFFICER, PARADE UNIFORM WITH PLUNED HELMETS COLOR BEARER, SUMMER PARADE
PRIVATE, SUMMER PARADE
COLOR BEARER, PARADE UNIFORM
HIGHLANDER, PARADE UNIFORM, PLUNED HELMET
OFFICER, SUMMER PARADE DRESS
PRIVATE, PARADE DRESS, PLUNED HELMET
FIELD OFFICER, WALKING-OUT DRESS
OFFICER IN SERVICE DRESS
STANDARD BEARER IN SERVICE DRESS
PRIVATE IN SERVICE DRESS

Gward Jager Batallion
OFFICER, ADJUTANT
COLOR BEARER
JAGER

CAVALRY

Note - All troopers carried lance with person.

Regiment Garde du Corps and Garde du Corps
FIELD OFFICER IN PARADE DRESS WITH EAGLE ON HELMET (at the regiment Garde du Corps only)
OFFICER IN PARADE DRESS WITH EAGLE ON HELMET
THE GERMAN ARM 1888-1914 - Cavalry continued
Regiment Garde du Corps and Garde Kuirassier
Regiment continued
STANDARD BEARER IN PARADE DRESS WITH EAGLE ON HELMET
KETTE DRUMMER IN PARADE DRESS WITH EAGLE ON HELMET
TRUMPETER IN PARADE DRESS WITH EAGLE ON HELMET
OFFICER IN PARADE DRESS WITH EAGLE ON HELMET
TROOPER IN PARADE DRESS WITH EAGLE ON HELMET

Life Guard Hussar Regiment and Lina Hussar
Regiments numbers 1 to 20
Note - Regiments 10, 19 and 20 carried no
standards.
OFFICER
STANDARD BEARER
KETTE DRUMMER
TRUMPETER
TROOPER

Guard Ulanen (Lancers) Regiments nos. 1 to 3
and Lina Ulanen Regiment nos. 1 to 21 plus two
Bavarian Regiments
Note - Regiments 19, 18 and 21 carried no
standards
OFFICER
STANDARD BEARER
KETTE DRUMMER
TRUMPETER
TROOPER

Bavarian Chevalier Regiments
OFFICER, PARADE DRESS
TROOPER

Guard Dragon Regiments and Line Dragon
Regiments nos. 1 to 25
OFFICER, PARADE DRESS
STANDARD BEARER
KETTE DRUMMER
TROOPER

Artillery
Guard and Lina Regiments
OFFICER, FOOT ARTILLERY
GUNNER, FOOT ARTILLERY
OFFICER, FIELD ARTILLERY

Miscellaneous
Leib Garde Artillerie
STANDARD BEARER
Guard of Hertschier (the Palace Guard of the
King of Bavaria)
GUARDIAN IN ROYAL GALLA DRESS WITH LION ON
HELMET
THE FIRST WORLD WAR 1914-1918

All figures listed here (except Kitchener and Haig) are in active service fighting kit.

GREAT BRITAIN AND THE EMPIRE

FIELD MARSHAL LORD KITCHENER IN BLUE FROCK COAT

SIR DOUGLAS HAIG IN Khaki General’s Uniform

CAVALRY OFFICER IN SOFT CAP 1914/15

CAVALRY OFFICER IN STEEL HELMET 1914/15

CAVALRY TROOPER IN SOFT CAP 1914/15

CAVALRY TROOPER IN STEEL HELMET 1914/15

INFANTRY OFFICER IN FIELD SERVICE DRESS WITH SOFT CAP

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN OXFORDSHIRE JERSEY AND SOFT CAP

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN STEEL HELMET

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN SOFT CAP

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN OXFORDSHIRE AND STEEL HELMET

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN GREATCOAT AND SOFT CAP

RUGGED PRIVATE IN OXFORDSHIRE, FULL SERVICE KIT AND HELMET

RUGGED PRIVATE IN STEEL HELMET, FULL SERVICE KIT AND HELMET

ROYAL FLYING CORPS OFFICER IN SIDE-CAP

ROYAL FLYING CORPS OFFICER IN FLYING HELMET

ROYAL FLYING CORPS OFFICER IN GIROD CAP

ROYAL FLYING CORPS OFFICER IN GIROD HELMET

AMERICAN INFANTRY PRIVATE IN GIROD HAT

AUSTRALIAN INFANTRY PRIVATE IN GIROD HAT

AUSTRALIAN INFANTRY OFFICER IN GIROD HAT

NEW ZEALAND INFANTRY OFFICER IN SOFT HAT

NEW ZEALAND INFANTRY PRIVATE IN SOFT HAT

NEW ZEALAND CAVALRY TROOPER IN GIROD HAT

NEW ZEALAND PRIVATE IN GREATCOAT

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GENERAL OFFICER IN SERVICE CAP

INFANTRY OFFICER IN SERVICE CAP

INFANTRY OFFICER IN STEEL HELMET

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN SOFT HAT

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN STEEL HELMET

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN GIROD HAT

FRANCE

INFANTRY OFFICER IN KEPI 1914-16

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN KEPI 1914-16

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN GIROD 1914-16

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN GIROD KEPI WITH FANCY 1914-16

-INFANTRY OFFICER IN STEEL HELMET 1914-16

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN STEEL HELMET 1914-16

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN STEEL HELMET 1916-18

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN STEEL HELMET WITH FANCY 1916-18

CAVALRY OFFICER IN KEPI 1914-15

CAVALRY OFFICER IN KEPI 1914-15

CAVALRY OFFICER IN GIROD 1914-15

CAVALRY OFFICER IN GIROD 1914-15

FOREIGN LEGION OFFICER IN STEEL HELMET 1914-16

FOREIGN LEGION PRIVATE IN STEEL HELMET 1914-16

FOREIGN LEGION PRIVATE IN GIROD 1914-16

CAVALRY OFFICER 1914-15

CAVALRY OFFICER 1914-15

CAVALRY TROOPER 1914-15

CAVALRY TROOPER 1914-15

Private and Officer
Russian Infantry, First World War

RUSSIA

OFFICER IN FIELD MARCHING ORDER

PRIVATE IN FIELD MARCHING ORDER

GERMANY

INFANTRY OFFICER IN MARCHING OUT KIT, SPIKED HELMET WITH COVER 1914/15

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN MARCHING OUT KIT, SPIKED HELMET WITH COVER 1914/15

INFANTRY PRIVATE, MACHINE GUNNER, MARCHING OUT KIT, SPIKED HELMET WITH COVER 1914/15

INFANTRY PRIVATE, MACHINE GUNNER, MARCHING OUT KIT, FIELD SERVICE CAP 1914/15

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN MARCHING OUT KIT, FIELD SERVICE CAP 1914/15

INFANTRY OFFICER IN STEEL HELMET AND ASSAULT EQUIPMENT 1916/16

INFANTRY PRIVATE IN STEEL HELMET AND ASSAULT EQUIPMENT 1916/16

GERMAN SOUTH-WEST AFRICA 1900-1918

CAVALRY OFFICER

CAVALRY TROOPER
The Second World War 1939-1945

British Army and the Empire

British infantry officer in battle dress and steel helmet
British cavalry officer in battle dress and cap
British infantry private in battle dress and steel helmet
British paratrooper in smoke and helmet
British infantry private in smoke and helmet
British tanker crew in tank suit and helmet
Indian infantry officer in battle dress and steel helmet
Indian infantry private in battle dress and steel helmet
Australian officer in battle dress and slouch hat
Australian private in battle dress and slouch hat
New Zealand infantry officer in hat
New Zealand infantry private in hat
British officer in leather jerkin and cap

Royal Navy

Seaman in jersey
Seaman in guard order
Seaman in No. 3 dress

Royal Air Force

Officer in peaked cap and battle dress
Airman in battle dress
Pilot in peaked cap and battle dress and gaiters
Royal Air Force Police in battle dress

French Army

French general in service dress, riding breeches, boots and kepi
French officer in battle dress and kepi

German Army, Navy and Air Force

Field marshal Rommel in service uniform
General in steel helmet, full dress
General in cap, full dress
Standard bearer of either infantry, cavalry or artillery, parade dress 1939
Standard bearer E.O. in parade uniform
Officer of 6th in service dress with cap
Officer of 5th in greatcoat with cap
Bronze major E.O. in full dress with steel helmet
Private E.O. in steel helmet
Private E.O. in steel helmet with S.M.C., equipment
Waffen SS private in service dress and cap
Private E.O. in steel helmet, service dress
Infantry private in steel helmet, field service dress
Infantry private in greatcoat
Paratrooper officer in sky cap
Paratrooper officer in steel helmet, field service dress

German Army, Navy and Air Force continued

Officer of 8th troop in shock
Private of 8th troop in shock
Landing officer in walking-out dress
African corps officer in shorts
Naval officer
 Trooper tank corps
Paratrooper in command uniform

Special Combat Group - "Stalingrad Summer"

This group consists of:

German officer with pistol
German infantry private advancing with Grenade and rifle
German infantry lining, firing rifle
German infantry private kneeling, loading rifle
German infantry private kneeling with panzerfaust
German infantry private walking with slung rifle
German infantry private kneeling, holding shield
German infantry private kneeling, laying gun
Pak gun for above (in K.F.P. form)

Russia

Officer of infantry
Private of infantry in steel helmet
Private of infantry in greatcoat and full cap

Japan

Infantry officer, service dress and cap
Infantry private, service dress and cap

Various Periods

And Special Figures

South America 1820-1830

Argentinian berserker grenadier officer, elite company 1820
Brazilian corps de volunteer c. 1820
Brazilian grenadier infantry 1830

Kingdom of Persia 1842-1843

Officer, 1st guards regiment zu Fuss, parade dress
Private, 1st guards regiment zu Fuss, parade dress
Officer, line infantry, parade dress
Private, line infantry, parade dress

Boxer Rebellion 1900

Boxer soldier
Chinese coolie
Manchus
VARIETY OF FIGURES AND SPECIAL FIGURES CONTINUED

FRENCH FEMALE FIGURES

FOREIGN LADY IN BAY, FULL DRESS 1936-1939

FEMALE FIGURES

Naked Lady
Barberini
French 18th century lady in bonnet
French lady crucified
French 18th century lady in ball gown
Sleeping girl
Harem pousebour

CIVILIAN FIGURES

English gentleman of the regency in top hat, skull cap with bare feet and chain of office, 17th century costume

HISTORICAL FIGURES

2-figure group, the execution of lady jane grey
2-figure group, sr. walter raleigh and queen elizabeth ii
sr. winston churchill as prime minister
hrm. v

MODERN SPORTING FIGURES

Footballer (compared in one position only)
Revolver in full costume

---------------

ANCIENT WARFARE AND THE MIDDLE AGES

ANCIENTS

Greek hoplite
Greek warrior
Mede warrior
Persian warrior
Pedestrian charger with two horses and retained

ROMAN EMPIRE

Julius caesar as general of roman armies
Roman centurion
Roman legionary a.d. 60

NORMAN INVASION

King harold
William of normandy
Saxon household
Saxon warrior
Norman knight
Norman archer

ANCIENT JAPAN

Samurai warrior in plate armour
Samurai warrior in bamboo armour

STRIKING

Viking warrior with round helmet
Viking centurion
Viking with plain helmet

TURKISH 16th-17th CENTURIES

Officer, janissary corps
Dowager, janissary corps in long coat
Hurem, janissary corps in short coat
Musketer, janissary corps in longcoat
Musketer, janissary corps in long coat
Cavalier, janissary corps in small hat
Cavalier, janissary corps in fur cap with scroll feathers (only available as a mounted figure)

MEDIEVAL KNIGHTS IN ARMOUR

These can be supplied with a choice of weapons, namely sword, axe, mace, ball and chain.

Some of these are historical (where applicable) can be included for the usual price of a standard.

The above-mentioned shield can be supplied in any medieval knight regardless of family or nationality.

Henry v
Edward prince of wales, the black prince
Joan of arc
Knight in open helmet
Knight in fielded bascinet
Knight with panache crest (de vere, earl of oxford)
Knight with griffin crest (sir robert arlde)
Knight with swan's head crest (brancamp, earl of warwick)
Knight with boar's head crest (ralph, lord russet)

Knight with saracen's head crest (william de clinton of huntingdon)

Knight with phoenix crest (william, earl of albemarle)

Knight with dragon crest (count john of lennington)
Knight with heron crest (sir richard bryd)
Knight with ox head crest (pichanc, earl of westmoreland)

Medieval archer

Medieval king in robes

Medieval lady

Georgian crossbowman

English crossbowman

British archer

British mar-ay-arms

Medieval gentleman in hunting dress with hawk

Medieval friar

MEDIEVAL KNIGHTS MOUNTED ON HORSEBACK

Prices for these figures are quoted on request, since they vary considerably according to the amount of heraldic painting required and the degree of extra animation involved. These figures are mounted on warhorses with hand-cast furnishings, armlets, plates, etc.

In view of the large variety of knights available on horseback, we list only a portion of our range. Customers requiring a figure not listed are asked to write to us giving full details of their wants.
MOUNTED FIGURES continued

JAPANESE SAMURAI, MOUNTED
Jockey mounted on Racehorse
feet barefoot with two horses and accoutrements

Practically all the figures in our range can
be supplied mounted on horseback (at the
prices shown in our list relating to mounted
figures).

Figures on horseback can be made in virtually
any pose desired and on a variety of horses -
a few examples being as follows:-

FIGURES IN PARADE, COMBAT, OR CASUAL ATTITUDES ON TROTTING, STANDING, WALKING, BAYING, GALLOPING, LEAPING HORSES.

FIGURES STANDING OVER DEAD HORSES, STANDING TO HORSE'S HEADS, FEEDING HORSES FROM BUCKET, TOPPING FROM THE EARS OF WOUNDED OR FALLING HORSES.

FIGURES LEADING HORSES BY THE EAGLE EAGLE), OR LEADING PACK AND ARTILLERY MULES AND CARRIAGES.

By using combinations of our special artillery
team components, it is possible to supply
complete mounted gun teams of virtually every
European army for the period of the Napoleonist
Wars, such as the ROYAL HORSE ARTILLERY,
NAPOLEONIC FRENCH GRENADIER HORSE ARTILLERY,
MUSIGNAN AND FRENCH MOUNTED ARTILLERY etc.

These components comprise the following:-

HORSE CARRYING AMMUNITION BOXES
4-POUNDER MOUNTED, NAPOLEONIC WARS PERIOD
LIMBER FOR ABOVE
12-POUNDER FIELD GUN, NAPOLEONIC WARS PERIOD
LIMBER FOR ABOVE
ARTILLERY AMMUNITION CASKS
GATLING GUN
FRENCH GUN, 19th CENTURY
GALLIPOLI GUN FOR THE PERIOD OF THE SEVEN YEARS WAR
ARTILLERY BROADSIDE HORSE (OFF-HORSE)
MULE

Prices for these mounted artillery teams are
quoted on request, as most of the components
described above are entirely hand-made, and
furthermore the actual number of horses employed
varied from one army to another.

Latest Addition

ELEPHANT (5mm scale) in two positions:
walking/standing. Ideally suitable
for all periods from Ancient to Modern